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Tipo
Propulsión
Casco
Eslora
Manga
Calado
Construcción
Motor
Potencia motor

Clásico
Vela
Mono
39.9m (131’)
9.2m (31')
3.5m (12')
Acero
2 / Man / D2876LE401EDC
560

Pasajeros
Camarote de invitados
Tripulación

16
5
3

Construido/Refit
Astillero
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Comentarios: Sailing yacht Rox Star was designed to be the best of luxury design. The stunning and
unique interior is contemporary yet unique with a rock n’ roll touch present in her artwork, furniture and
fittings.
This 130.91 feet (39.90 meters) luxury sailing yacht, custom built in 2015, offers accommodation for up to
10 guests over 5 spacious staterooms.
The spacious master stateroom features a king-size bed under a scenic skylight roof, and an en-suite
bathroom including a dressing table. Four other guest cabins offer queen-size beds and en-suite, Italian
designer bathrooms with marble showers.
Combining the charm of traditional Turkish design with the sophistication of modern superyacht quality, Rox
Star is distinguished by a timeless design that will keep speechless the most demanding shipowners.
This astonishing vessel features a full beam interior saloon, a marvelous bar setting, a dining table around
which up to 10 persons can gather to have a meal in a cozy atmosphere.
The master cabin is also equipped with a traditional steam Hammam all refurbished with marble, to offer an
amazing atmosphere of wellbeing and relaxation.
Three crew cabins are set to host a crew made up of 6 persons in the best conditions.
Another distinguishing feature of the Rox Star is undoubtedly her sky lift roof, a special door system
application that makes of the Rox Star a real masterpiece. The vessel provides as well a garage section
with a capacity to host a variety of water toys, namely the Northstar tender, two Yamaha jetskis, two kayaks
and two Stand up paddles.
As for the performance, Rox Star is able to make 12 knot speed at normal sailing conditions, a great
performance made by a giant vessel (40 meters and 220 tons).
With a fully battened main and mizzen ketch rig, Rox Star has more than 600 m2 of elegant black sails and
offers high-performance sailing even in light wind conditions.
She was built to RINA classification and Malta Charter requirements.

